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Variety of other Accessories

Company Introduction
We make products that make it safer and more convenient to use devices and items used in
industrial sites and daily life.
Based on ideas, we proceed from planning to mass production.
We consider and develop products suitable for OEM production and site.

Business area :
- Planning and production of accessories
Planning and production of accessories needed for IT and in living
- Professional design
Product planning, product design, visual design, product design

Company history :

2015.11. Converted to a corporation

Patents :

Patent: 3 cases / Design: 2 cases / Trademark: 2 cases (registered in Korea and USA, Europe)

Compact Mask Antibacterial Case
• I use one sheet per day, but depending on the situation, the mask can be removed several times.
• It is not safe to wear a neck mask when eating, outdoors or talking.
• External viruses, fine dust, foreign matter, food, etc. can enter and leave the mask, and moisture is generated
inside the mask through breathing, making it a good environment for bacteria to live.
• Our mask antibacterial case is a material developed by applying an antibacterial coating on both sides (all) of
the case.
• In addition, the structure design that adheres to the case surface both inside and outside of the mask
suppresses and kills bacteria. It also protects the mask from external viruses and fine dust.
• The company's newly developed case has developed a structure design that folds into a small size while making
antibacterial close contact to the inside of the mask. (Patent)
• It's half the size of your palm and can be hung around your neck, attached to your phone, or fits easily into
your pocket.
•IMPORTANT:
Wearing a neck mask with a lanyard is very dangerous due to exposure to foreign matter, bacteria, fine dust,
foreign matter, food and air secretions.
The inside is more dangerous, especially close to the mouth.
Putting on and taking off your mask again while exposed is like going on a dangerous adventure.
The mask should be stored in a case with antibacterial function all the way to the inside of the mask to keep it
safe from viruses and bacteria.
•B2B: Promotions, events, giveaways, special sales, etc. can be printed as you like.

- Hand Grip Belt
- Pocket : Pen, Earphone,
USB Cable
- Stand
- Hang
- Other…
Size : The model
(Belt Thickness 4mm)
Color : Black, White
Material : TPU(Transparency)

Development background
Most of existing cases are primarily to protect the set
It is inconvenient to carry and freely use a product of 7~12.9 inches
It is difficult to hold it for extended period of time and frequently damaged by slipping out of hands.
Is there a product with good design while improving the above handicap?
Product features
- GRIP : It enables to use in various ways such as for thick or thin hand, put it in column and hang it on a
hook since the belt applied can adjust the length
- Mobility : You can use it conveniently and safely in any positions since user can put or hold it closely to
the belt, and you can store in bag and pouch for the belt is closely attached to the case.
- Storage : You can always carry and use since there is a pouch in belt for touch-pen, earphones,
USB cable for storage.
- Stand : Using the belt, it features two convenient angles for viewing video, photo and typing
- Various functions : And it can be used in anywhere as long as there is a hook to hang, such as exhibition
and viewing.
Examples of use
- You can hold it in the hands while conducting business, meeting to assist you actively conduct business by
showing data, photo and video
- You can hold it by hands and use it for an extended period of time in presentation and seminars by lecturers,
professors and students and it helps the fast and seamless use by verifying the information right away.
- You can carry it by hands to shoot filming and to use when doing sports activities and other outdoor activities
- You can bring the picture to the screen when explaining in the exhibition, and can show it while shaking or
moving it.
- It can be used while you are lying down on bed upholding it, and can be used in comfortable positions in the couch.
- It enhances the use since you can carry it by putting it in the belt pouch without need to carry touch pen,
earphones and USB cables separately.
- It is a product which maximized the usability by putting all convenient functions into a one place from the
standpoint of consumer.

Professional Design Development
GRIPIN is a company specialized in design.
We began with industrial design in 1996, founded the design company in 2005 based
on the various activities in few enterprises, performed various designs as visual design,
user interface, etc. and we design more than what clients want based on the awardwinnings in domestic and foreign design awards (Korea’s Good Design, Minister’s
award for few years, Germany’s IF Design for two designs, Japan’s Good Design for 2
designs)

Awards
2001
2001
2004
2004
2005
2005
2006
2008

Korea Good Industry Design (2 products)
Japan GOOD DESIGN (2 products)
Korea Good Industry Design (5 products)
Korea Good Industry Design - Award of Ministry of Industry and Energy (1 product)
Germany IF DESIGN AWARD (2 products)
Korea Good Industry Design (2 products)
Korea Good Industrial Design (1 products)
Korea Good Industrial Design (1 products)
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